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Charlie Hebdo False Flag x 2
Sandra Barr 

Attack 1: November 2, 2011      
Attack 2: January 7, 2015

Please note, much of the information that I have gathered for this
article, has been taken from European websites, mostly French, you
will need a translation service to read the links posted. Also if you click
on an image it will enlarge.
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There are an awful lot of things about the Charlie Hebdo Affair, which
would very much suggest that it was a staged event. For the purpose
of this blog, I will be examining just a few of the points.

This video presentation accompanies this blog, it has information that is in the blog, plus other info
that is best presented in a video.

1: Addresses given for Charlie Hebdo
2: The state of Charlie Hebdo’s finances
 3: Charlie Hebdo and the Rothschild’s
4: Lets all go to Peru
5. Charlie Hebdo and the Zionist Agenda
6. Je Suis Charlie

Charlie Hebdo director Stephane Charbonnier (Charb)
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 1. Addresses given for Charlie Hebdo

 When I first started investigating Charlie Hebdo (CH) I soon
became totally confused about their address. Their address on
the day of the attack was Number 10 Nicolas Appert 75011. I
studied the entire area around that address, and the building
itself as well as I could from Google Earth. The press published
a lot of pictures of the CH staff prior to January 7, 2015, none of
the pictures had been taken at number 10 Nicolas Appert. I have
not been able to find one picture of any CH staff member at
number 10 Rue Nicolas Appert.

To establish what pictures had been taken where; I used the floor coverings and windows as a
guide.

 
The first address that I will examine is 44 Rue Turbigo 75003.
According to a Paris business directory they were resident at that
address until 17/10/11. Near all the pics that were shown in the
press of the CH staff were taken in this building, and I can prove
that they were there from at lest 2007.

Entrance at 10 Rue Nicolas Appert
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In 2011 the Charlie Hebdo offices were allegedly attacked by
Islamic fundamentalists, the date of the attack was 2/11/11. The
address that was attacked was 56-62 Boulevard Davout 75020.

The same Paris directory has them officially leaving that building on 2/12/11. I could find no pictures
of them at this address prior to the attack.

The offices at 44 Rue Turbigo

56-62 Boulevard Davout, 75020, after the alleged attack
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In the 2011 attack a Molotov Cocktail, also known as a petrol bomb, was thrown into the building.

So, 44 Rue Turbigo was their address until October 17, the attack was 16 days later on November 2.

After the alleged attack, they moved to 26 Rue Serpollet 75020. They officially moved to Rue Serpollet
on 2/12/2011. Dates vary on different directories.

There are various references on the net to them being at 26 Rue Serpollet, right up until June 2014. In
June 2014, a French blogger “Mardi”, published an article about CH, the main point of the article was
to point out that CH shared the building at 26 Rue Serpollet with the “Prefecture de Police de Paris”.
The bloggers point was that the subversive CH was in the same building as the Head of Police in
Paris! Link

26 Rue Serpollet, taken from Google Earth.
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On various business directories, it was listed that they moved from 26 Rue Serpollet to 10 Nicolas
Appert on July 1, 2014. That would have had them resident at 10 Nicolas Appert for 5 months when
the alleged shooting happened. However……..It would seem that the day before the shooting,
January 6, 2015, the staff at CH spent the whole day on Paris business directory sites, changing their
address status from Rue Serpollent to Rue Nicolas Appert!
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Within weeks of the January 7, 2015 attack, they announced they had found new premises; their new
address is 26 Rue Serpollet!!!!!

This is not a new address to them, this is the address they have been using from December 2011! As
already established, it is also the address of the Head of Police!

On this Paris business directory, the address of CH w as changed on January 6, 2015, this w as the day previous to the attack.
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So, to summarize, CH were resident at 44 Rue Turbigo, just prior to the 2011 attack, they allegedly
moved premises to 56-62 Boulevard Devout, after the said attack, they moved to 26 Rue Serpollet.

Just before the January 7, 2015 attack, they moved to 10 Nicolas Appert, after the attack they moved
back to 26 Rue Serpollet!

It is my honest opinion, that Charlie Hebdo was never located at either Boulevard Devout, or 10 Rue

This directory has them moving straight from Rue Turbigo to Rue Serpollet, no mention of Boulevard Davout.

This business directory has them at  44 Turbigo until  December 2, 2011, this w as one month after the f irst attack. It also states that they did not move into Nicolas Appert until late August 2014.
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Nicolas Appert, I think both of these addresses were used to stage false flag events that would incite
hatred towards Muslims, and give governments an excuse to impose draconian laws on the people.

2: The state of Charlie Hebdo’s finances.

It would seem that publishing cartoons of the Prophet Mohamed was a nice little earner for CH. Their
stupid magazine was juvenile, vulgar, and offensive to anyone anywhere that had any religious
beliefs. (except Jews) I do not follow any religion, and I found their depictions of Jesus, the Virgin
Mary and the Prophet Mohammed extremely offensive. Their magazine was first created just after
the first gulf war, and if they were given a brief by intelligence services, it was to spread fear of
Muslims, and create divides between religions. They were frequently accused of serving the Zionist
agenda, and going ever so lightly on Israel and Jews.
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According to the French Wikipedia page for Charlie Hebdo, in December 2014, they were €200,000 in
debt. To stay afloat they needed to be selling at least 35,000 copies a week, but most weeks they
were lucky to sell 30,000 copies of the 45,000 they had printed. To save themselves from bankruptcy
the majority share holder, manager, director and cartoonist Stephane Charbonnier made an appeal
for donations. This was not the first time that Charbonnier had made such an appeal.

On January 13, 2015, the CH team unveiled the next issue of Charlie Hebdo, issue no 1178.
(Attack 7/1/15, issue 1178, mysterious graffiti appeared on the Georgia Guidestones around
September 2014, “GAME ON 711”, the “711” was repeated all over the stones, I will cover this in
more detail in part 2) Link to my blog about the Stones and the graffiti, the graffiti section is about half
way down.

7 million copies have been printed.
It has been translated into numerous languages and it has been shipped far and wide. At €3 a copy,

This is a small selection of the 711 graff iti that appeared on the Georgia Guide-stones round about September last year.
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that amounts to €21 Million!

 The US press have been promoting it shamelessly; they have
shown some of the milder cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed,
they have not shown the cartoons that CH published of the
Prophet naked committing vulgar acts. They have also failed to
show the American public the disgusting cartoons that CH have
published in the past of Jesus, namely one of Jesus sodomizing
God, and Jesus being sodomized by an Illuminati pyramid with
an eye in it. “Father, Son and Holy Spirit” was the caption.

The event on January 7 has served CH well, they have been
given endless global publicity, Islamaphobics all over the world
are signing up for an annual subscription, of course they will be
cancelling their subscription as soon as they realise that CH
attacks Jesus as frequently as they attack Mohammed, and we
may even see a third staged event! As fund raisers go January 7
has been epic for them.

Now back to the first attack:
The western main stream press coverage of the CH event has been disgraceful, most have just
repeated rubbish published by some of the larger papers, and often they just reported propaganda
and downright lies, I have seen no journalistic integrity, and I have seen no journalist questioning
some of the obvious flaws in the official version. There has only been one exception, a French
website called Panamza, they have been publishing some great articles, they have been reporting on
the crisis actor girlfriend of Charbonnier, Jeannette Bougrab, and they have been investigating the
apparent suicide of the Police Inspector in charge of the case, on the same day as the alleged attack.
Link

When I started this article, I was already aware that just prior to the November 2, 2011 attack, CH were

http://www.panamza.com/250115-charlie-fredou-autopsie
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in financial difficulties.  On November, 5, 2014 Panamza published an article examining CH’s finances
back to prior to the 2011 attack. The following information is from that article. Link

In the aftermath of the 2011 attack, CH collected €30,000 in donations in just two months!

Here is a breakdown of CH’s finances from just prior to the first attack

31/12/2010    -€507,563 in the red

The attack was on 2/11/11, 59 days later....

31/12/11 €655,270 in the black.

By 31/12/2012 the surplus generated from the first attack was long gone; they were €97,248 in the
black on this date, their funds at this time were probably due to an urgent appeal made the previous
September.

And by 31/12/2013 they were - € 51,000.

As I have already stated, just previous to the event on January 7, 2015, they were 
- €200,000
According to the French Business journal "France INFO", in the year previous to the attack, Charlie
Hebdo had €100,000 in accumulated losses. Link

If anyone cares to check these figures, Charlie Hebdo trades under the Holding Company Rotary
Editions or Les Editions Rotary. They are a PLC Limited Company.
Their company registration number (Siret in French) is 3885 41336
Stephane Charbonnier and Eric Porteault are named as the company directors
The official name of the magazine is Charlie Hebdo Hara Kiri. Company established 22/9/92

In September 2011 CH was hard up for cash, sales were dwindling and they were in considerable
debt. A plan was hatched to keep them afloat and get them out of the red. Their plan involved the
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Prophet of Islam, their November 2 Issue was re-named “Charia Hebdo”, Muhammad was listed as
the Editor in Chief, and pretty much the whole issue was an attack on Islam. Making this issue as
offensive as possible meant they could attack their own offices, then blame it on Islamic
fundamentalists.
(Issued 2/11/11, issue number 1011!)

It is alleged that around 1am on November 2, 2011, a single Molotov Cocktail was thrown through the
window at 56-62 Boulevard Davout. The ensuing fire was quickly put out according to Police. At the
time no one was arrested, and no one claimed responsibility.

The Charlie Hebdo staff, primarily Charbonnier was quick to blame Islamic Fundamentalists, even
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though there was no evidence that it was Islamic fundamentalists. Given the state of CH’s finances at
the time, the word on the street was that it was an “insurance job”. 

From this time onwards, Charbonnier was given 24 hour police protection. In the wake of the 2015
attack, to demonstrate that Charlie Hebdo had 24 hour police protection, the press published
photographs of two French police officers outside the Charlie Hebdo offices, the pictures they
showed were the offices at 44Rue Turbigo, which were the premises that CH occupied prior to the
2011 attack.

Now, I am from Northern Ireland, I lived through 30 years of bombs and bullets, so I probably know a
little more than your average Joe about bombs. A Molotov Cocktail is petrol in a glass bottle, the CH
attack was a wine bottle. The petrol can be mixed with various substances. When ignited and thrown,

Offices at 44 Rue Turbigo.
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the bottle smashes, and petrol mixture ignites and a fireball is created. IT DOES NOT CREATE AN
EXPLOSION, IT CREATES A FIREBALL.

The above picture is a house in Belfast that had a single petrol bomb thrown through the window. As
can be seen, the whole place was torched. 

As soon as I seen the photographs from the 2011 CH attack, I knew a petrol bomb had not created
the damage shown. A petrol bomb could have created the minor blackening seen in the photograph
taken inside the building, it would not have created an explosion, so how did all those boxes and
other stuff get outside the building? And why did it not all burn?
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There is only one way they could have got there, someone put them there to make the attack look
worse than it was. 

The day after the fire Patrick Pelloux, stated that “Everything is destroyed”. Pelloux is an A&E doctor
and he writes a column for CH.

Charbonnier also stated that their computer and pretty much every thing else was destroyed.

In the picture taken inside the bombed office, you can see their conference table, they had this table
when they were at 44 Rue Turbigo, when they were resident at 26 Rue Serpellet, after the 2011 attack,
they also had this same conference table. In a small space a petrol bomb will pretty much torch
everything in the room, so how come the conference table was not damaged?

The inside of the CH off ices after the Petrol bomb attack. How  come the w all is blackened but all that paper did not ignite? A petrol bomb w ould have scorched everything in the room it landed.
Also, note the conference table and chairs, they w ere completely undamaged.
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Two months later a specialized news website o1net.entreprises, published an interview with Jean-
Francois Beuze, Bauzes is the President of Sifaris, the IT Company in charge of CH’s computers.
Talking about the CH firebomb attack he said that the computer cabinet had been placed somewhere
where it would have been safe in the event of fire or a flood; as a result there was no damage to the
computer. He also said that paper records were intact and had just suffered from a little soot. He also
said that the computer had heat sensors, when it was restarted he seen there had been no rise in
temperature! Link

It is not on public record how much CH received in insurance after the alleged petrol bomb.
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On September 21, 2012, Algerian born business man Rachid Nekkaz offered to buy a 51% share of
CH. Nekkaz is a multimillionaire who was raised in France. He is a well known Muslim activist, and on
21/9/12, he made a very public bid to buy shares in CH, he offered €700,000, his bid was declined. 
His public statement at that time referred to the financial difficulties that CH were experiencing at the
time, which would indicate that the large cash injection they received after the 2011 attack was
already gone. Link

3: Charlie Hebdo and the Rothschild’s
Right after the 7/1 attack, various sources reported that CH was owned by the Rothschild’s, this is
incorrect, I have found no evidence that the Rothschild’s own CH. However, they have on two
occasions enjoyed the hospitality of the Rothschild’s.
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The daily French newspaper “Libération” is owned by Édouard de Rothschild, the
papers logo features the infamous Rothschild red shield. After the 2011
attack CH were resident in Liberation's Head Offices for two months. After
the 2015 attack, the CH staff again moved into the offices of Liberation, and
they gave various press conferences from those offices.

 Left: Edouard de Rothschild

It would seem that those nasty old Al Qaeda terrorists must have
destroyed the computers at CH, as they all now seem to have brand new

Apple Mac desktop PC’s. Of the donations to CH that have been reported, the Guardian Media Group
donated £100,000, and Google (digital Media Fund) donated £195,000. Source

Al Qaeda was established by the CIA, they were armed, funded and controlled by the CIA, they are
still used by the CIA to maintain the "war on terror". To sustain this war they have to frequently stage
"terror" attacks. This gives them justification to carry on invading Middle Eastern countries, and
impose draconian "anti-terror" laws.
After the first attack, there was no evidence that Islamic fundamentalists carried out the attack, so for
the second attack the "terrorists" made sure to identify themselves, they shouted that they were Al
Qaeda Yemen, and they threw in a few "Allahu Akbar's", incredibly they also left their ID's in the car
they used!!!
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Notice the Liberation logo with the Rothschild's red shield, also the smiling Obama and "YES!"

4: Lets all go to Peru
Now…to hypothesis a little, just say that Mossad, the CIA and French Intelligence Services were to

The CH staff at the off ices loaned to them by Liberation
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stage a false flag, the objective of the false flag being that draconian laws could be implemented
under the guise of “anti terror laws”, they would first of all need anti-Islamic participants, that would
be happy to go along with their plan.

If the participants were in considerable debt and facing bankruptcy, it was be a good incentive to get
them to go along with the plan. Say for instance they were €200,000 in debt, with no obvious escape
from their rising debts.

Say the a fore mentioned Intelligence Services were to approach a small Islam bashing weekly
magazine, who were about to fold with crippling debts, and offer them a way out, say for instance to
fake their deaths, and then go and live in luxury somewhere away from the location of the staged
deaths.

The planners of the said staged attack, with their contacts in the media could promise with certainty
that a fund would be created to sustain the alleged victims while in exile.

But who would agree to such a dastardly plan…satirists with a warped sense of reality and humour
maybe?

But where would they go?

 On January 12, 2015, five days after the alleged attack, the UK
Independent published a story about one of the alleged victims,
Elsa Cayat. Elsa was the only woman to allegedly die in the
attack, the other victims were killed because they worked for
CH, but not Elsa, she was killed because she was a Jew, this of
course strengthens Netantahu’s claims that Jews are not safe in
Europe, and they must all return to the safety of the homeland,
where they can occupy the land and homes of the indigenous
population, the Palestinian’s,  and live in complete safety. 
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Cayat was an eminent French psychiatrist and psychoanalyst,
she had a private practice that served the upper end of French
society and their mental health problems. She also wrote a
fortnightly column for CH. Her cousin Sophie Bramly was

interviewed by the Independent, I fear Sophie might have unintentionally let something slip, at the
very end of the report, the Independent mentioned something of great importance, they mentioned
that last summer (2014), Sophie traveled to Peru with Stephane Charbonnier, and other CH
“contributors”, contributors as opposed to contributor, which would suggest that at least 2 other CH
employees joined her and Charbonnier on the trip.

 George Wolinski a cartoonist at CH was also Jewish,
odd that a magazine that claimed to be Atheist and
Secular had at least two Jews on the payroll!
This is the actual words used by the Independent about
the trip:
“Never averse to investigating her own psyche, last
summer Cayat flew with Charbonnier and other Charlie
Hebdo contributors to Peru, with the intention of
ingesting peyote. Returning from South America, she
became a proselytiser for the substance,
recommending it to her 86-year-old aunt.” Source
Indepnedent

Elsa Cayat in Peru

George Wolinski
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So we have a small weekly magazine that is struggling to sell 30,000 copies a week, they are
€200,000 in debt and moving premises, yet they have the time and the funds for at least four of them
to travel to Peru last summer!!!!! 
Elsa Cayat German Wikipedia Confirms the trip to Peru
Peyote Wikipedia

Are we to believe that at least four CH employees investigating and ingesting peyote in Peru, would
benefit the Charlie Hebdo magazine to the extent that the trip warranted such a huge expense?

Bernard Maris
Given the state of CH’s finances, it is a little surprising to find that one of their columnists, and a 1%
shareholder, Bernard Maris, was considered one of France’s top economists. Maris also allegedly
died in the 7/1 attack.

As well as writing for CH, Maris had quite a few other strings to his bow, this is just a few bits from his
Wikipedia page:

 Bernard Maris was initiated at Roger Leray lodge in Paris
(Grand Orient de France) in 2008

At the time of his death, he was a professor at the Institute of
European studies of the University of Paris VIII. He also taught
microeconomics at the University of Iowa in the United States
and the Central Bank of Peru.
 Left: emblem of the Grand Orient de France, note the pyramid and rays are the sames as the
emblem CH had coming out of Jesus's anus.

Screen shot from the Independent
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On 21 December 2011, Jean-Pierre Bel, president of the Senate,
appointed him a member of the General Council of the Banque
de France. Source

NB, please note, Maris was appointed to "member of the General Council of the Banque de France
less than two months after the first alleged attack on 2/11/11 

I have not been able to establish his rank in the Grand Orient de France, their Wikipedia page boasts
that they carry influence at the very top levels of French Government.  Grand Orient de France
Wikipedia

Another alleged victim on 7/1 was Michael Renaud, who was reported as being a “guest” of CH that
day, he was also a member of The Grand Orient de France.

So here we have a Freemason, who is a member of the General Council of the Banque de France,
and an adviser/Professor at the Central bank of Peru, and a CH columnist and shareholder! What an
odd mix. As a professor of the Central Bank of Peru, one would assume he made frequent trips to
Peru.

I expect if you wanted to disappear for a while, Peru would be as good a place as any to get lost. 

The history of Jews in Peru 

5. Charlie Hebdo and the Zionist Agenda
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As previously mentioned the cartoonist George Wolinski, and columnist Elsa Cayat were committed
Jews. While frequently attacking Islam and Christianity CH published nothing that could have been
considered offensive to Jews.

Philippe Val was Stephane Charbonnier’s mentor, in 1992 Val was one of the creators of CH, in 2004
Val was the editor and director of CH, he denounced the dangers of Islamic ideology and published
offensive cartoons of the Prophet Mohammed. Source

In 2008 Val sacked the cartoonist Sine for making what he deemed an anti-Semitic comment in his
column. Sine had suggested that Sarkozy’s son, who had just married a Jew, had married her as it
would benefit him in life. Val demanded he apologize for the comment, Sine refused and stated that
he would rather cut his balls off, Val sacked him.

Sine sued CH for wrongful dismissal, in 2010 Sine won his case, and CH was ordered to pay him

Bernard Henri Levy enjoying the 2/11/11 issue of Charlie Hebdo. Levy is an infamous Zionist
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€40,000 in compensation. Val had already left CH at that time, and Charbonnier had taken over his
position as editor and director.

After 7/1 Liberation, (Rothschild’s newspaper) published an article about Charbonnier, it reiterated
the same vomit that we have been hearing since 7/1, what a hero Charbonnier was for freedom of
speech etc. Interestingly it also added that Charbonnier believed that anyone who questioned the
holocaust should be banned immediately and they should have their balls cut off! Source Liberation

 Clearly Charbonnier thought freedom of speech, should only be the prerogative of people who had
the same beliefs as he did. 
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Also, I have been studying this whole affair for a few weeks now, they only pics I have seen of
Charbonnier were run of the mill press shots, I have only seen one photo that could be classed as a
profession shot, taken by a specialist photographer, interestingly it was in the above Liberation
(Rothschild) link. Charb seems to have went all Lady GaGa, and one eye is shaded out, now do we
think that Charb maybe had conjunctivitis and he wanted to hide a blood shot eye....or do we think he
is telling us something with the obvious Illuminati symbolic gesture? Very very telling!

6: Je Suis Charlie
Every good false flag needs a good slogan, right after the attack the Charlie Hebdo website went
down, within an hour it was back up again and the home page displayed "JE SUIS CHARLIE". A PDF
of Je Suis Charlie in seven languages was added a short time later!

HELLO!!! Are we to believe that right after the massacre, a surviving member of the Charlie Hebdo
staff had the wherewithal to take the website down, think up a slogan, then put the website back up
with the slogan. Then add a PDF with it in seven languages? Was this done by someone in the office
who witnessed the massacre? Or was it done by a web master outside the office? Either way it
completely stretches the bounds of credibility.

The slogan now has its own page on Wikipedia, I kid you not! Link 
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Posted by Truthseeker444 at Friday, January 30, 2015  

Reactions: Funny (0) Interesting (2) Informative (3) Crap (0)

With that I will sign off, there will be a part 2, I am in the process of analyzing the numerology,
strategic locations and occult significance, I will hopefully have that up within the next week. The two
locations chosen were not just random addresses, the entire layout of Paris was designed on
Masonic principles, based around powerful ley lines, the address at 10 Nicolas Appert was of
strategic importance. I will cover this in part 2.

Sandra Barr 

 This video presentation accompanies this blog, it has much of the information from the blog, plus other info not in the blog.
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Consider the possibility that both Charlie Hebdo magazine and Liberation magazine were always Zionist fronts with hidden support and funding. The claims of
indebtedness and the appeals for funding by these magazines may have been a mask worn by well-financed beggars, just like the Sandy Hook and Boston
Marathon actors and hoaxers. Benny Lévy (Pierre Victor) was the personal secretary of Jean-Paul Sartre, and both were founders of the Liberation magazine.
Benny Levy was a Zionist who studied Cabala and the Talmud, and Levy was regarded as an influence on Sartre. Edouard de Rothschild's purchase of a
controlling share of Liberation in 2005 may have been a matter of the covert becoming overt. The ruling elitists are master practitioners of the art of infiltrating all
movements and controlling them through inside agents and cooperative leaders. The address of Liberation magazine is 11 Rue Beranger, 75003, Paris.

Reply

Truthseeker444 31 January 2015 at 11:51

Hi Gregory, I have no doubt they are both Zionist fronts, clearly CH are linked to Liberation/Rothschilds, and I am sure they are even more closely linked than I was
able to prove. I think that from its inception CH was a psychop, it has served the Zionists well. 
The cartoonist Luz seems to have replaced Charb as the main man, I expect he has been in training for quite some time.
As for Levy...that would be a book! I first became aware of him during the Libyan invasion, an evil evil man...truly evil!

Reply

nicholas 1 February 2015 at 14:15

Well done Sandra this is superb stuff.You've found the deep root of the charade/story. French intellectuals now need to link up with truth-activists in the US/UK who
are familar with how state-fabriceted terror is contructed: Gladio in Italy, way back in 1980, the Madrid bomb in spain 2005, the london bombs 2004 and now
France gets it - which had been pursuing a too-independent foreign policy and had to have a lesson. If you are not already aware Sanda, since 2012 state-
fabricated terror changed, it could be done with no real deaths, just crisis actors! Drummer Lee Rigby in the UK, sandy hook and marathon bombing in USA -
looks as if this could be similar, do you think there were any real deaths? .http://terroronthetube.co.uk/2015/01/11/paris-hit-by-state-fabricated-terror/#more-4760
Nick K.

Reply

Truthseeker444 2 February 2015 at 06:01

I am not altogether sure Nicholas, best guess no, no one was killed in the making of the event, but I have to say, the French crisis actors are a bit better than the
US & UK ones. Although they all give contradictory accounts, like the director of Premier Lignes said that the maintenance worker that was shot had been working
there 15 years, the official line is it was his first day on the job. But maybe all these contradictions are deliberate to confuse us all further.

Reply

elsushi 2 February 2015 at 10:03

Correct dear Sandra, I fully agree on the idea that no one was killed during this psyop. The perps constantly rely on the same recurrent emotional tactics
preventing the mass from conducting any further investigation of their own. We see families of these supposedly dead victims on TV, they cry, they sweep, bla bla
bla...and guess what, that works ! What, the coffins we saw at the so-called "funerals"? All EMPTY Madam !. And I beg they are all having an early retirement
somewhere in Peru right now...
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James R 2 February 2015 at 12:03

This is brilliant, thanks. Another 711"7/11" is a song recorded by American singer Beyoncé from the reissue of her fifth studio album Beyoncé (2013), subtitled the
Platinum Edition (2014). It was released on November 25, 2014 "http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/7/11_(song) The thing that is confusing me is the bulletproof vests on
the roof, why wear a bullet proof vest to a hoax event as this seems to be?

Reply

Truthseeker444 2 February 2015 at 13:11

I didnt know about the Beyonce song...what a really weird song!

False Flag, 4 August 2012, London Olympics?
"And we will build Jerusalem in England's GREEN and pleasant land" Please also note the cube in the middle, this represent...
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Part1: Blood Sacrifice at Aurora & The London Olympics
Part 1 Part2  LINK The video to accompany this blog Over this last year I have been researching the London Olympics and the...

HAIR, ITS MAGICAL MYSTICAL PROPERTIES, AND HOW TO GO CHEMICAL FREE
HAIR, ITS MAGICAL MYSTICAL PROPERTIES, AND HOW TO GO CHEMICAL FREE For many years I have been researching the pharmaceutical industry...

The Stuart Hazell Set Up
Stuart Hazell On Friday 3 August, 12 year old Tia Sharp disappeared in New Adding South London. ON Friday August 10 it was announc...

PREPARING THE WAY FOR THE MESSIAH
PREPARING THE WAY FOR THE MESSIAH Prince William comes of age! The Messiah Card, taken from the 1995 Illuminati Card G...

Topless Kate, 2 Massacres and an Initiation
  Video  1, Topless Kate To maintain power the Royals constantly strive to present images and scenarios that reinforce the ...

TWENTY-SEVEN: 27 & NINE: 9
I have been looking into the occult nature of the Olympics, and especially the London 2012 Ol...

Zion and the London 2012 Olympics
Zion, As Above So Below It was Ian R. Crane who first noticed that the Logo could be re-arranged to form "ZION", This wa...

Part 2: Blood Sacrifice at Aurora, The London Olympics & 007
By Sandra Barr Part 2 LINK   To Part 1 This is my video presentation detailing the ritual nature of the Aurora murders...
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